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What’s Available NOW On

“Untold”
Chapman and Maclain Way are the 
creative forces behind this five-part 
documentary series that explores the 
stories behind some pivotal sports 
moments in history, among them 
Indiana Pacer Ron Artest’s altercation 
with a fan that touched off a massive 
brawl with the Detroit Pistons in 2004 
and Caitlyn Jenner’s reflections on 
winning the gold medal at the 1976 
Summer Olympics. (ORIGINAL)

“Bake Squad”
Milk Bar founder Christina Tosi 
(“MasterChef USA,” “Unique Sweets”) 
is front and center of this competition 
series, which in each episode she brings 
together four talented bakers to battle 
it out to see whose dessert will be 
chosen for someone’s extra special big 
day and make dessert dreams come 
true. (ORIGINAL)

“Motel Makeover”
This unscripted series follows 
Canadian entrepreneurs April Brown 
and Sarah Sklash as they buy and 
refurbish rundown Toronto-area 
motels and turn them into showplaces 
designed to attract more customers 
and thus higher rental fees. The catch? 
Neither has experience in design or the 
hospitality industry. (ORIGINAL)

“Movie: He’s All That”
This reimagining of the 1999 teen cult 
hit “She’s All That” turns the tables 
on the genders and stars newcomer 
Addison Rae as an influencer who 
accepts the challenge to transform 
her school’s biggest loser (Tanner 
Buchanan, “Cobra Kai”) into the prom 
king. Rachael Leigh Cook, who played 
the transformed party in the original, 
is the influencer’s mother here. 
(ORIGINAL)

Hours

Mon-Fri: 8:00 AM - 6:00 PM

Sat: 8:00 AM - 5:00 PM

2306 Adams Ave
La Grande, OR 97850

(541) 963-8411
We're just west of I-84 (exit 261)  
on Adams Ave at 20th St.
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541-963-3161 or 541-523-3673

Is your business one of the 

25 million that aren’t 

backing up data correctly?
Let us help, contact us today

                 bluemountaintech.com   541.963.8889


